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The long-term stability and width of stopping mining coal pillar have an important influence on mine safety production. In view of the "3" type spatial structure of stop mining position of 6105 working face in Hongshuliang Coal Mine, the mechanical equilibrium, the distribution law of stress concentration factor, and the distribution characteristics of elastic zone of "filling body-remaining stopping mining structure are studied by means of theoretical calculation, FLAC3D numerical simulation software, and field measurement. The research shows that (1) the concrete filling body can protect the remaining stopping mining coal pillar, the surrounding rock of the retracement channel, and the surrounding rock of the main roadway, and the width formula of "filling body - remaining stopping mining coal pillar" structure is deduced; (2) in the retracement channel, increasing the internal friction angle and cohesion of coal can eliminate the spalling and large deformation of surrounding rock; (3) according to the comprehensive analysis, the width of the "filling body-remaining coal pillar" structure is 25 m, in which the width of the concrete filling body with uniaxial compressive strength of 50 MPa is 6 m, and the recovery rate of stopping mining coal pillar is increased by 52.5%; and (4) field measurement shows that in the retracement channel, there is no spalling and large deformation. In the auxiliary main haulage roadway, the maximum deformations of roof, floor, solid coal side, and stopping mining coal pillar side are 46 mm, 18.4 mm, 55.9 mm, and 74.8 mm, respectively.

1. Introduction

In the process of working face mining, due to the need of technology and safety, different kinds of coal pillars are involved, such as stopping mining protection coal pillar, main haulage roadway protection coal pillar, and roadway protection coal pillar. The stability of these coal pillars plays an important role in the safe production of coal mines. At present, large-size protective coal pillars are widely used, resulting in serious waste of coal resources. Taking Tongxin Coal Mine and Tashan Coal Mine as examples, the width of stopping coal pillar is blindly set according to work experience, the width of stopping coal pillar is 200 m ~ 230 m, and the coal loss is about 1.6 million tons [1]. Therefore, many scholars have studied the size of protective coal pillar. Wang et al. [2], An-ye et al. [3], Jin-qiang et al. [4], and other scholars have studied the law of microseismic activity in the coal pillar region and concluded that the microseismic activity of the coal pillar reduces the stability of the coal pillar. Sun et al. [5], Han et al. [6], Chen et al. [7], Zhang et al. [8], and other scholars believe that the advance support stress is the main factor affecting the size of coal pillar, and it is determined that the boundary line where the advance support stress is 1.1 times of the stress in original rock is taken as the basis for designing the size of stopping mining protection coal pillar. Yansheng [9], Liu et al. [10], Li et al. [11], Yi et al. [12], and other scholars studied the movement law of overlying strata in the mining process and analyzed the type and mechanism of mine pressure bump. It is considered that when the stress in the coal pillar is more than 1.5 times of the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal body,
the coal pillar is in danger of impact pressure. Therefore, the critical lower limit of coal pillar size is that the bearing stress of coal pillar is 1.5 times of the uniaxial compressive strength of coal mass. Shi et al. [13], Fang-Tian et al. [14], Chen et al. [15], and other scholars studied the failure characteristics of coal pillar and determined the size of coal pillar based on the width of elastic zone of coal pillar.

The above research mainly studies the stability of protecting coal pillar from four aspects: the microseismic activity of coal pillar, the advance support stress of working face, the law of overlying strata, and the width of elastic zone of coal pillar but seldom considers the weakening effect of time effect on the strength of protective coal pillar; that is, the uniaxial compressive strength of coal pillar has a decreasing trend under the action of static load for a long time. Taking the 6015 working face of Hongshuliang Coal Mine as the engineering background, this paper adopts the methods of theoretical calculation and FLAC3D simulation to preexcavate a retraction channel at the reasonable position of 6105 working face. Theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and field measurement are used to determine the reasonable position of the preexcavation retraction channel in 6105 working face. On the basis of considering the weakening effect of time effect on stopping mining coal pillar, the “filling body-remaining stopping mining coal pillar” structure is formed by replacing partial stopping mining coal pillar with concrete filling body in the retraction channel. Applying the synergistic bearing effect of “filling body-remaining stopping mining coal pillar” structure can reduce the deformation of roadway surrounding rock, enhance the long-term stability of stopped coal pillar, and reduce the size of stopping mining coal pillar. In engineering practice, this method eliminates the problem of large deformation of retraction channel surrounding rock, increases the stability of the auxiliary main haulage roadway surrounding rock, and increases the recovery rate of stopping mining coal pillar by 52.5%.

2. Engineering Background

The average thickness of No. 6 coal seam in Hongshuliang Coal Mine is 5.4 m. The buried depth of No. 6 coal seam is between 130.2 m and 187.5 m, and the average depth is 160 m. The distance between the auxiliary main haulage roadway and the main haulage roadway is 40 m, and the cross-section specification of two roadways is 5 m × 5.4 m in the No. 6 coal seam. The strike length and dip length of 6014 and 6105 working faces are 200 m and 1100 m, respectively, the 6104 working face has been mined out, and the 6104 and 6105 working faces are 200 m and 1100 m, respectively, as follows:

\[ \Delta_x = m - (K_s - 1)h_1, \]  
\[ \Delta_{\text{max}} = h_2 - L \sqrt{2(q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)} / \sigma, \]

where \( m \) represents the thickness of coal seam, \( m \); \( K_s \) represents the normal expansion coefficient of rock formation; \( h_1 \) represents the height of thick and hard strata from the coal seam, \( m \); \( L \) represents the breaking distance of thick and hard rock stratum, \( m \); \( q_0 \) represents the overburden load borne by the thick and hard rock beam, MPa; \( \gamma_2 \) represents the volumetric weight of thick and hard rock beam, kN/m³; \( h_2 \) represents the thickness of thick and hard rock beam, kN/m³; and \( \sigma \) represents the compressive strength of thick and hard strata, MPa.

3. Spatial Mechanical Model of Stopping Mining Position

3.1. Stability Analysis of Stopping Mining Coal Pillar. In order to determine the size of the stopping mining coal pillar, it is necessary to analyze the broken structure of the overlying strata of the working face. According to the filling degree of the equivalent direct roof to the mined-out area [16], the fracture structure of the roof of the working face can be divided into step rock beam structure and masonry beam structure. According to Minggao et al.’s research results [17], the rotating amount \( \Delta_x \) of broken rock block and rotating amount \( \Delta_{\text{max}} \) of fracture structure are, respectively, as follows:

\[ \Delta_x = m - (K_s - 1)h_1, \]  
\[ \Delta_{\text{max}} = h_2 - L \sqrt{2(q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)} / \sigma, \]

where \( m \) represents the thickness of coal seam, \( m \); \( K_s \) represents the normal expansion coefficient of rock formation; \( h_1 \) represents the height of thick and hard strata from the coal seam, \( m \); \( L \) represents the breaking distance of thick and hard rock stratum, \( m \); \( q_0 \) represents the overburden load borne by the thick and hard rock beam, MPa; \( \gamma_2 \) represents the volumetric weight of thick and hard rock beam, kN/m³; \( h_2 \) represents the thickness of thick and hard rock beam, kN/m³; and \( \sigma \) represents the compressive strength of thick and hard strata, MPa.

The formation condition of step rock beam structure of thick and hard rock stratum is \( \Delta_x \geq \Delta_{\text{max}} \); otherwise, the masonry beam structure is formed.

According to the field practice of 6105 working face, substituting the mechanical parameters in Table 1 into formulas (1) and (2), it is calculated that \( \Delta_x = 3.68 \) m, \( \Delta_{\text{max}} = 7.5 \) m – 8.2 m, and \( \Delta_x < \Delta_{\text{max}} \) are satisfied. Therefore, the basic roof fracture structure of 6105 working face is the masonry beam structure.

Without considering the occurrence characteristics of coal body and geological structure, coal seams and rock strata are regarded as isotropic continuous, uniform, isotropic, and completely elastic materials. In the stopping mining position of the working face, the structure and stress state between the roof strata and the stopping mining coal pillar are analyzed, and the mechanical schematic diagram of the stopping mining coal pillar without instability is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, \( D \) represents the width of the stopping mining coal pillar, \( a \) represents the width of the protected roadway, \( h_1 \) represents the distance between the basic roof of the working face and the surface, \( H \) represents the buried depth of the coal seam, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the comprehensive movement angle of the overlying strata and the gangue contact angle of the broken strata of the goaf, respectively, and \( I \) is the cantilever beam length of the basic roof.
The stopping mining position, stopping mining coal pillar, and suspended structure of basic roof constitute the spatial structure of “4” type. In the “4” type spatial structure, the stopping mining coal pillar is used as the supporting body in the vertical direction, and the cantilever rock beam and the hinged structure of the broken rock block are the main transmission bodies to transfer the overlying strata gravity in the horizontal direction. The hinged structure of the broken rock block and the cantilever rock beam are squeezed by rock masses on both sides to form horizontal thrust $T_1$ and $T_2$. In the vertical direction, the supporting force of the contact gangue point and the fixed end is simplified as the concentrated force $F_1$ and $F_2$, and the deflection between the cantilever beam structure and the broken rock block structure is recorded as $\omega$. Assuming that the slow deformation of “4” type structure can be approximated to the equilibrium structure, the mechanical equilibrium condition is established.

$$
\begin{align*}
\sum F(x) &= 0, \\
\sum F(y) &= 0, \\
\sum M(F) &= 0.
\end{align*}
$$

The extrusion between the adjacent rock beams forms a pair of horizontal thrust, which meets the following equilibrium conditions:

$$T_1 = T_2.$$
Ignoring the influence of the rotation of the broken rock block, the concentrated force $F_1$ of contact gangue point, the concentrated force $F_2$ of fixed end, cantilever rock beam structure, and the hinged structure of the broken rock block maintain mechanical balance:

$$F_1 + F_2 = (q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)(l + L). \quad (5)$$

Due to the extrusion of adjacent rock beams, the friction forces $F_{x1}$ and $F_{x2}$ are formed in the vertical direction. Broken rock blocks maintain equilibrium of force in the vertical direction:

$$\begin{cases} F_1 + F_{x1} = (q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)L, \\ F_{x1} = F_{x2}. \end{cases} \quad (6)$$

The expression of the concentrated force $F_2$ at the fixed end can be obtained from the formulas (3)–(6):

$$F_2 = \frac{1}{2}(q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)(l + L). \quad (7)$$

From the formula (7), it can be known that $F_2$ is a function of $l \in [0, L]$, and $F_2$ belongs to the transfer load or additional load formed by the mining process.

According to the area II in Figure 2, the gravity of the rock stratum that is not affected by obvious mining influence is estimated.

$$G = \frac{\bar{h}_1}{2}(2D + a - h_1 \cot a) + \bar{h}_1(h_3 + h_2)(D + \frac{a}{2} - h_1 \cot a),$$

$$\quad (8)$$

where $G$ represents the gravity of the rock stratum, kN; and $\gamma$ represents the average volumetric weight, kN/m$^3$.

Area I in Figure 2 is a collapsed rock layer under the thick and hard rock. Due to the existence of the hard rock layer, this part of the collapsed rock layer can still form a hinged structure at the boundary of the stope, and the weight of area I is transferred to the stopping mining coal pillar and the falling bottom gangue, respectively. $F_L$ is approximately 1/2 of the weight of area I.

$$F_L = \frac{\bar{h}_1}{4}(h_1 \cot a + h_1 \cot \beta). \quad (9)$$

The total gravity of the overlying strata carried by the stopping mining coal pillar is approximately expressed as

$$W = G + F_2 + F_L, \quad (10)$$

where $W$ represents total gravity of the overlying strata carried by the stopping mining coal pillar.

Under static condition, the average stress $P$ of stopping mining coal pillar is

$$P = \frac{W}{D} = \bar{y}H + \frac{\bar{y}H}{D} \left(\frac{a}{2} - h_1 \cot a\right) + \left(\frac{q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2}{2D}(l + L)\right) \frac{\bar{y}h_1^2(\cot \beta + 3 \cot a)}{4D}.$$ \quad (11)

Mining practice and theoretical research [18] show that the movement of basic roof can produce dynamic load effect in the process of working face mining. The suspended rock beam of basic roof produces flexure deformation and accumulates energy, and the relationship between the accumulated energy $U$ and deflection $\omega$ is as follows:

$$U = \int_0^l \omega (q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2) dx = \int_0^l \left(\frac{\bar{y}_1(q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)^2 x^2}{24EI}\right)$$

$$\times [(6D^5 + x^2 - 4lx) - 2l(3l - x)] dx,$$ \quad (12)

where $E$ represents the elastic modulus, GPa, and $I$ represents the inertial moment.

Sort out the formula (12) and get

$$U = \frac{19(q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2)^2 \bar{y}_1^2}{12Eh_2^3}. \quad (13)$$

It can be seen from the expression of formula (13) that the accumulated elastic energy of the basic roof has a 5th power relationship with the length of its cantilever beam, and the released elastic energy is partially transferred to the supporting coal body to form dynamic load, which is related to the static load of the coal body. The “dynamic-static” load superposition is generated, which reduces the stability of the coal pillar.

In general, the dynamic-load stress $P_D$ is about $k_D$ times the static-load stress $P$, that is, $P_D = k_D P$. Therefore, considering the dynamic-static loading stress condition, the average stress $P_z$ of stopping mining coal pillar is approximately as follows:

$$P_z = P + P_D = (1 + K_D) \left[\bar{y}H + \frac{\bar{y}H}{D} \left(\frac{a}{2} - h_1 \cot a\right) + \left(\frac{q_0 + \gamma_2 h_2}{2D}(l + L)\right) \frac{\bar{y}_1^2(\cot \beta + 3 \cot a)}{4D}\right].$$ \quad (14)

The strength of the stopping mining coal pillar is calculated according to the Bieniawski formula:

$$\sigma_s = \sigma \left(0.64 + 0.54 \frac{D}{m}\right), \quad (15)$$

where $\sigma_s$ represents the uniaxial compressive strength of coal, MPa.
Simultaneous equations (14) and (15) can solve the width of stopping mining coal pillar to maintain stability.

\[
(1 + K_D) \left[ yH + \frac{yH}{D} \left( \frac{a}{2} - h_1 \cot \alpha \right) + \frac{(q_0 + y_2h_2)(l + L)}{2D} \right. \\
\left. + \frac{yh_1^2(\cot \beta + 3 \cot \alpha)}{4D} \right] = \sigma_j \left( 0.64 + 0.54 \frac{D}{m} \right).
\]  

(16)

In order to maintain the long-term stability of the coal pillar, the time effect should be taken into account. Under the long-term static load, the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal pillar decreases obviously [19–22]. Considering the reduction degree of uniaxial compressive strength of coal, the width of stopping mining coal pillar to maintain long-term stability is as follows:

\[
(1 + K_D) \left[ yH + \frac{yH}{D} \left( \frac{a}{2} - h_1 \cot \alpha \right) + \frac{(q_0 + y_2h_2)(l + L)}{2D} \right. \\
\left. + \frac{yh_1^2(\cot \beta + 3 \cot \alpha)}{4D} \right] = k_x \sigma_j \left( 0.64 + 0.54 \frac{D}{m} \right),
\]  

(17)

where \( k_x \) represents the reduction coefficient of uniaxial compressive strength of coal.

By substituting the mechanical parameters of the stopping mining coal pillar in Tables 1 and 2 into the formulas (16) and (17), the relationship between the width, strength, and average stress of the stopping mining coal pillar can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3.

### Table 2: Mechanical parameters of stopping mining coal pillar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol of the parameter</th>
<th>( k_x )</th>
<th>( H/m )</th>
<th>( a/m )</th>
<th>( K_D )</th>
<th>( l/m )</th>
<th>( a'/m )</th>
<th>( \beta'/\circ )</th>
<th>( \sigma_j/\text{MPa} )</th>
<th>( \gamma/\text{kN-m}^3 )</th>
<th>( \gamma/\text{kN-m}^3 )</th>
<th>( D/m )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The value of the parameter</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10–30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Mechanical parameters of the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Compressive strength ($\sigma_h$/MPa)</th>
<th>Density ($\rho$/kN·m$^3$)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus ($E$/GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio ($\mu$)</th>
<th>Cohesion ($C$/MPa)</th>
<th>Internal friction angle ($\phi$)/°</th>
<th>Width ($s_1$/m)</th>
<th>Width ($s_2$/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filling body</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2456</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10~22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling body</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2456</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10~22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling body</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2456</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10~22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal pillar</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15~3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Filling body with compressive strength of 50 MPa

(b) Filling body with compressive strength of 40 MPa

(c) Filling body with compressive strength of 50 MPa

Figure 5: Average stress shared by filling body and remaining coal pillar.
As shown in Figure 3, with the increase of the width of stopping mining coal pillar, the strength of stopping mining coal pillar increases, while stopping mining coal pillar bearing average stress decreases. Without considering the time effect to reduce the coal strength, when the width of the coal pillar is 17 m~18 m, the strength curve of the coal pillar intersects the curve of the average bearing stress of the coal pillar, and the average bearing stress of the coal pillar is 19 MPa. With considering the time effect to reduce the coal strength, when the width of the coal pillar is 24 m~25 m, the strength curve of the coal pillar intersects the curve of the average bearing stress of the coal pillar, and the average bearing stress of the coal pillar is 18 MPa. Because the service time of stopping mining coal pillar is generally one year or more, so the width of stopping mining coal pillar is at least 25 m in consideration of safety.

3.2. Synergistic Effect of Filling Body and Remaining Coal Pillar. In the stopping mining coal pillar, the mined-out area side of stopping mining coal pillar bears higher stress, as shown in Figure 4(a) . The study shows [23–26] that the filling body replaces part of the stopping mining coal pillar, the filling body and the remaining stopping mining coal pillar share the overlying rock mass load, and more high stress is transferred to the filling body, while the stress shared by the remaining coal pillar tends to decrease, as shown in Figure 4(b). In Figure 4, \( k_{11} < k_{12} < k_{22}, k_{13} > k_{23} \), \( x_1 > x_2 \), indicating that the stability of stopping mining coal pillar can be improved by “filling body-remaining pillar” structure sharing the load.

The filling body replaces part of the stopping mining coal pillar, and the filling body and the remaining coal pillar share the load of the overlying rock mass. The following formula can be obtained from the static equilibrium condition and formula (14)

\[
\begin{align*}
DP_z &= s_1 P_1 + s_2 P_2, \\
D &= s_1 + s_2,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s_1 \) represents width of the remaining stopping mining coal pillar; \( m \); \( s_2 \) represents width of filling body, \( m \); \( P_1 \) represents remaining stopping mining coal pillar sharing average stress, MPa; and \( P_2 \) represents filling body sharing average stress, MPa.

Through the calculation [27], it can be obtained that the stress shared by the filling body and the remaining stopping mining coal pillar are, respectively, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\overline{P}_1 &= \frac{DP_z}{s_1 + s_2 b_0}, \\
\overline{P}_2 &= \frac{DP_z b_0}{s_1 + s_2 b_0}.
\end{align*}
\]

In the formula (19), the \( b_0 \) is represented by the following expression:

\[
\begin{align*}
b_0 &= \frac{E_2 (1 - \mu_1^2 - \mu_2 \mu_3) + E_1 b_1 \mu_2 (1 + \mu_2)}{E_1 (1 - \mu_3^2 - \mu_2 b_2 - b_2 \mu_3) + E_2 b_2 \mu_1 (1 + \mu_1)}, \\
b_1 &= \frac{E_2 s_1 \mu_1 (1 + \mu_1)}{E_2 s_1 (1 - \mu_1^2) + E_1 s_2 (1 - \mu_2^2)}, \\
b_2 &= \frac{s_2 \mu_3 (1 + \mu_3)}{s_1 \mu_1 (1 + \mu_1)} b_1, \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E_1 \) represents the elastic modulus of coal, GPa; \( E_2 \) represents the elastic modulus of the filling body, GPa; \( \mu_1 \) represents the Poisson ratio of coal; and \( \mu_2 \) represents Poisson ratio of filling body.

The strength of the filling body is calculated according to the Bieniawski formula:

\[
\sigma_f = \sigma_h \left( 0.64 + 0.54 \frac{s_2}{m} \right),
\]

where \( \sigma_f \) represents the uniaxial compressive strength of the filling body, MPa.

Simultaneous formulas (19) and (21) can obtain the relationship between the strength of the filling body and its sharing average stress:

\[
\frac{DP_z}{s_1 + s_2 b_0} \leq \sigma_f \left( 0.64 + 0.54 \frac{s_2}{m} \right).
\]
the mechanical parameters of the filling body with different uniaxial compressive strength and mechanical parameters of remaining coal pillar in Table 3 are substituted into formulas (18)–(22), and it can be obtained that the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure bears average stress when filling body with different strengths replaces partially stopping mining coal pillar as shown in Figure 5.

The uniaxial compressive strengths of the filling body in Figures 5(a)–5(c) are 50 MPa, 40 MPa, and 30 MPa, respectively. As the uniaxial compressive strength of the filling body decreases from 50 MPa to 30 MPa, and when the width of the filling body replacing stopping mining coal pillar increases from 3 m to 15 m, the average stress shared by the filling body decreases from 83.67 MPa to 26.4 MPa, 77.84 MPa to 26.3 MPa, and 2.343 MPa to 25.5 MPa, respectively. As the uniaxial compressive strength of the filling body decreases from 50 MPa to 30 MPa, and when the width of the remaining coal pillar decreases from 22 m to 10 m, the average stress shared by the remaining coal pillar decreases from 9.05 MPa to 5.4 MPa, 9.84 MPa to 5.54 MPa, and 9.84 MPa to 5.54 MPa, respectively.

To sum up, when the uniaxial compressive strength of the filling body decreases from 50 MPa to 30 MPa, the curve of the average stress shared by the filling body intersects the curve of the strength of the filling body when the width of the filling body is about 6 m, 7 m, and 8 m, respectively.

3.3. Failure Mechanism of Retracement Roadway. When the working face and the retracement roadway are connected, the movement state of the basic roof will have an impact on deformation of the retracement roadway. In view of the deformation and failure of the stopping mining coal pillar side in the retracement roadway, the “pressure bar” theory is used to analyze [28–30]. According to the degree of disturbance on the stopping mining coal pillar side, the mechanical model of the stopping mining coal pillar side of the retracement roadway can be divided into the form of compression bar with simple support at the top and fixed support at the bottom, as shown in Figure 6.

Taking the centroid of the y-axis section as the center, the moment balance equation is established.

\[ M_x = F_p \omega_0 - \frac{M_0 y}{m} \]  

where \( M_x \) represents bending moment at the centroid of the x-axis section, kN·m; \( F_p \) represents the vertical stress of the stopping mining coal pillar side, MPa; \( M_0 \) represents the moment of force at fixed end, N·m; and \( \omega_0 \) represents disturbance degree of coal wall, mm.

From the following differential equations,

\[ EI \omega_0 = -M_x. \]  

The formula (24) is substituted into the formula (23) to obtain

\[ \omega_0 + \frac{F_p}{EI} \omega_0 = \frac{M_0 y}{m E I}. \]  

The general solution of formula (25) is

\[ \omega_0 = A \cos \sqrt{\frac{F_p}{EI}} y + B \sin \sqrt{\frac{F_p}{EI}} y + \frac{M_0 y}{F_p h}. \]  

Figure 8: Balance state of coal wall.
According to the boundary conditions,

\[
\begin{align*}
  y = 0, & \quad \omega_y = 0, \\
  y = m, & \quad \frac{d\omega_y}{dx} = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Substituting the boundary conditions into formula (26), we get

\[
\omega_y = \frac{M_y}{F_p} \left[ \frac{y}{m} + 1.02 \sin \left( 4.49 \frac{y}{m} \right) \right].
\]

In formula (28), when \( \sin \left( 4.49(y/m) \right) = 1 \), the disturbance degree reaches the maximum value, that is, \( y = 0.35 \, m \), and destruction occurs in the middle and upper part of the stopping mining coal pillar side of the retracement roadway.

The failure form of the stopping mining coal pillar side of the retracement roadway can be simplified to a plane block structure, the coal body occurs shear sliding under the action of dead weight and roof pressure, and its mechanical model is shown in Figure 7.

The weight of block \( ABC \) is

\[
\begin{align*}
  Q = \frac{\rho y^2}{2} \tan \theta, \\
  \tan \theta = \frac{x}{y}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \rho \) represents the density of coal, \( \text{kg/m}^3 \), and \( \varphi \) represents internal friction angle of coal, \( \gamma = 45^\circ - \varphi/2 \).

The pressure of the overlying strata on the triangular block is [31]

\[
q(x) = (K - 1)\gamma H e^{-2f/\eta m d_s} + \gamma H,
\]

where \( d_s \) represents the distance between the location of the last fracture of the basic roof and point \( C \), \( m; K \) represents the coefficient of stress concentration; \( f \) represents the friction coefficient, \( f = \tan (\varphi); \lambda \) represents the confining pressure coefficient; and \( \eta = 1/\lambda \).

According to the mechanical equilibrium condition, the sliding force \( N \) and antiskid force \( R \) are, respectively, as follows:

\[
N = \frac{\rho y^2}{2} \sin \theta + \left[ (K - 1)\gamma H e^{-2f/\eta m d_s} + \gamma H \right] y \sin \theta,
\]

\[
R = \left( \frac{\rho y^2}{2} + (K - 1)\gamma H e^{-2f/\eta m d_s} + \gamma H \right) y \tan \theta \sin \theta \tan \varphi + C \frac{y}{\cos \theta},
\]

where \( C \) represents the cohesive force of coal.

The equilibrium state of the coal wall can be obtained by substituting the formulas (31) and (32) into the following formulas:

\[
E = \frac{N}{R} = \frac{(\rho y^2 + 2y((K - 1)\gamma H e^{-2f/\eta m d_s} + \gamma H)) \tan \theta}{(\rho y^2 + 2y((K - 1)\gamma H e^{-2f/\eta m d_s} + \gamma H)) \tan^2 \theta \tan \varphi + 2Cy}.
\]

The formula (33) shows that the limit equilibrium state of the coal wall is related to the internal friction angle and cohesion of the coal body.

Substituting mechanical parameters of Table 3, \( H = 160 \, m \), \( K = 4 \), and \( \lambda = 0.33 \), into formula (33) is as follows. The relationship among equilibrium state of coal wall, internal friction angle, and cohesion can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, with the increase of internal friction angle and cohesion, the stopping mining coal pillar side of the retracement channel gradually changes from the rib spalling state to the limit equilibrium state. When the uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete filling body is 30 MPa, 40 MPa, and 50 MPa, the limit equilibrium coefficient of the stopping mining coal pillar side in the retracement roadway is 1.16, 1.06, and 0.754, respectively.
Therefore, the concrete filling body with uniaxial compressive strength of 50 MPa can eliminate the problems of spalling and large deformation of the retracement roadway.

4. Numerical Simulation Analysis of Stopping Mining Coal Pillar

4.1. Scheme of Numerical Simulation. From the above, in order to ensure the long-term stability of the stopping mining coal pillar, the width of the stopping mining coal pillar is at least 25 m. In the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, when the uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete filling body is 30 MPa, 40 MPa, and 50 MPa, the reasonable width of the filling body is 8 m, 7 m, and 6 m, respectively, and the mechanical equilibrium coefficients of the stopping mining coal pillar side in the retracement roadway are 1.16, 1.06, and 0.754, respectively. Therefore, based on a comprehensive analysis of the limit equilibrium state of the retracement roadway surrounding rock and the technology of partially stopping mining coal pillar by filling body replacement, the preexcavated retracement roadway is arranged at a horizontal distance of 25 m from the auxiliary main haulage roadway, and the concrete filling body replacement partial stopping mining coal pillar is applied. The simulated scheme is shown in Table 4.

The steps of partially stopping mining coal pillar being replaced by filling body are as follows: (1) at the position of 25 m from the auxiliary main haulage roadway, the retracement channel is excavated, and the safe distance between the retracement channel and the working face is large enough. (2) After the retracement channel is completed, the coal wall on the side of the topping mining coal pillar is mined again. (3) In the axial direction of the retracement channel, the work of mining the coal wall and work of concrete filling partial stopping mining coal pillar are carried out at the same time, and the distance between the working face of mining coal wall of retracement channel and the working face of concrete filling is 10 m. The length of the concrete filled at one time is 10 m. The layout of the retracement channel and the filling body is shown in Figure 9.

4.2. Establishment of Numerical Model. According to the actual geological conditions of 6105 working face, the FLAC3D numerical model is established, and the model is the strain-softened model. The size of the model is length × width × height = 400 m × 400 m × 60 m, and the grid of the local position of the coal seam is 1m×0.6m. The horizontal displacement of the x-axis and y-axis of the model is fixed, the vertical displacement of the bottom is fixed, and the top is a free surface. According to the buried depth of the coal seam, the load of 3.1 MPa is applied above the free surface to simulate the load of the overlying strata, and the mechanical parameters and model of rock strata are shown in Table 5 and Figure 10.

4.3. Mechanical Analysis of “Filling Body-Remaining Coal Pillar” Structure. When the working face is connected with the retracement channel, 50000 step static load calculation is carried out to simulate the long-term bearing capacity of stopping mining coal pillar. The stress concentration...
The stress coefficient and the distribution law of elastic zone in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

As can be seen from Figures 11 and 12 that with the increase of filling body width, the stress tends to decrease in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure. The isoline with the stress concentration coefficient of 1.5 is used as the boundary between high stress and low stress. In the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, when the width of the filling body increases from 0 m to 7 m, with the increase of the width of the filling body, the isoline with the stress concentration coefficient of 1.5 moves to the side of the stop mining position, the distance between the isoline with the stress concentration coefficient of 1.5 and the stop mining position decreases from 22.2 m to 7.8 m, and the width of the elastic zone in the stopping mining pillar increases from 0 m to 17 m; that is, the ratio between the width of the elastic zone and the width of the stopping mining pillar increases from 0% to 68%.

To sum up, with the increase of the width of the filling body, the synergistic effect of the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure can enhance the long-term stability of the stopping mining coal pillar and reduce the influence of
high stress on the surrounding rock of the auxiliary main haulage roadway.

4.4. Surrounding Rock Deformation of Roadway

4.4.1. Deformation Law of Surrounding Rock in the Auxiliary Main Haulage Roadway. After the mining face is connected with the retracement channel, the static load calculation of 50000 steps is carried out to simulate the long-term stability of surrounding rock of the auxiliary main haulage roadway. When the width of the filling body in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure is 0 m ~ 7 m, the deformation of the coal wall at the side of the stopping mining coal pillar in the auxiliary main haulage roadway is shown in Figure 13.

As shown in Figure 13, after long-term static load calculation, with the increase of the width of the filling body in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, the deformation of the coal wall at the side of the stopping mining coal pillar in the auxiliary main haulage roadway tends to decrease. The maximum deformation of coal wall is reduced from 39.23 mm to 29.31 mm. To sum up, the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure can enhance the stability of surrounding rock in the auxiliary main haulage roadway.

4.4.2. Deformation Law of Surrounding Rock of Retracement Channel. When the working face is connected with the retracement channel, the coal wall deformation at the side of the stopping mining coal pillar in the retracement channel is shown in Figure 14.

As shown in Figure 14, in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, when the width of the filling body is 0 m, the maximum compression deformation of the top and bottom of the coal wall is 77.5 mm and 22.8 mm, respectively, under the action of the roof and floor of the working face, and the maximum bulge quantity of the middle part of the coal wall is 33.5 mm. The overall deformation trend of the coal wall conforms to the “compression bar” theory. When the width of the filling body is 4 m ~ 7 m, the overall deformation trend of the filling body is compression deformation, and the compression amount at the edge of the filling body is basically the same. From the top to the bottom of the filling body, the compression of the edge of the filling body is reduced from 37.4 mm to 21.7 mm. To sum up, the problem of coal wall spalling and bulging can be eliminated by replacing partially stopping mining coal pillar with the filling body in the retracement channel.

4.5. Determination of Stopping Mining Coal Pillar Width. To sum up, in the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, the high stress is concentrated on the side of the filling body, while the remaining coal pillar is in a low stress environment, and the synergistic effect between the filling body and the remaining coal pillar enhances the stability of the stopping mining coal pillar. The study shows [32, 33] that the width proportion of the elastic zone in the coal pillar is 60%, which can maintain the long-term stability of the coal pillar and the phenomenon of gas-free penetration. Therefore, according to the comprehensive analysis, the width of the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure is 25 m, in which the width of the concrete is 6 m, which can ensure the long-term stability of the stopping mining coal pillar, and simulation result is consistent with the theoretical calculation result.

5. Engineering Practice

5.1. Roadway Supporting Structure. The 6105 working face of Hongshuliang Coal Mine adopts the scheme that the width of the “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure
is 25 m, and the width of concrete filling body with uniaxial compressive strength being 50 MPa is 6 m. The supporting structure used in the retracement channel is the combined supporting form of bolt, anchor cable, metal mesh, steel strip, and single hydraulic prop. The specifications, spacing, and row spacing of the bolt are \( \phi 20 \text{ mm} \times 3000 \text{ mm} \), 1200 mm, and 1200 mm, respectively. The specifications, spacing, and row spacing of the anchor cable are \( \phi 17.8 \text{ mm} \times 9000 \text{ mm} \), 1800 mm, and 2400 mm, respectively. The supporting structure of the retracement channel is shown

**Figure 15:** Supporting schematic diagram of retracement channel.
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**Figure 16:** Schematic diagram of support in the auxiliary main haulage roadway.

**Figure 17:** The schematic diagram of measuring point position.
in Figure 15. The combined support of bolt, anchor cable, metal mesh, and steel belt is adopted in the auxiliary main haulage roadway. The specifications, spacing, and row spacing of the roof bolt are φ20mm × 3000 mm, 1800 mm, and 2400 mm, respectively. The specifications, spacing, and row spacing of the roof anchor cable are φ17.8 mm × 9000 mm, 1800 mm, and 2400 mm, respectively. In the two sides of the auxiliary main haulage roadway, the specifications, spacing, and row spacing of the bolt are φ20mm × 3000 mm, 1400 mm, and 1400 mm, respectively. The supporting structure of the auxiliary main haulage roadway is shown in Figure 16.

5.2 Deformation of Surrounding Rock. When the working face is connected with the retracement channel, the deformation of the surrounding rock of the retracement channel is measured according to the location of the measuring point in Figure 17, and the deformation of the surrounding rock of the retracement channel is shown in Figure 18.

As shown in Figure 18, in the axial direction of the retracement channel, the surrounding deformation of the retracement channel is the distribution trend of small deformation at both ends and large deformation in the middle. In the axial direction of the retracement channel, the deformation between the roof and floor at both ends...
of the retraction channel is 76.6 mm and 77.5 mm, respectively, and the deformation between the roof and floor in the middle is 152.9 mm. In the axial direction of the retraction channel, the horizontal deformation of the filling body at both ends of the retraction channel is 0 mm, and the horizontal deformation of the filling body in the middle is 16 mm.

The mining work of the 6105 working face is finished, and the deformation of the auxiliary main haulage roadway for one year is monitored. The surrounding rock deformation and deformation speed of the auxiliary main haulage roadway are shown in Figure 19.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the deformation rate of surrounding rock of the auxiliary main haulage roadway increases first and then decreases. After eight months, the deformation of surrounding rock of the auxiliary main haulage roadway tends to be stable. In the auxiliary main haulage roadway, the maximum deformations of roof, floor, solid coal side, and stopping mining coal pillar side are 46 mm, 18.4 mm, 55.9 mm, and 74.8 mm, respectively, which meets the safety in production requirements of the mine. Compared with the stopping mining coal pillar in the previous working face, the recovery rate of stopping mining coal pillar increased by 52.5%.

6. Conclusions

(1) Based on the “[ ]” type spatial structure of stop mining position of working face, the mechanical equilibrium model is established. By using the synergistic effect of “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure, the width formula of the of “filling body-residual coal pillar” structure is deduced

(2) The “filling body-remaining coal pillar” structure sharing the load of the overlying rock mass can improve the stability of the stopping mining coal pillar, enhance the stability of the surrounding rock of the auxiliary main haulage roadway and retraction channel, and eliminate the spalling and large deformation of the surrounding rock of the retraction channel

(3) Comprehensive analysis shows that the width of “filling body-residual coal pillar” structure is 25 m, in which the width of concrete with uniaxial compressive strength of 50 MPa is 6 m that can ensure the long-term stability of coal pillar. Compared with the stopping mining coal pillar in the previous working face, the recovery rate of stopping mining coal pillar increased by 52.5%

(4) Field measurement shows that when the working face and the retraction channel are connected, the deformation between the roof and floor of the retraction channel is between 76.6 mm and 152.9 mm, and the horizontal deformation of the filling body is between 0 mm and 16 mm. In the auxiliary main haulage roadway, the maximum deformations of roof, floor, solid coal side, and stopping mining coal pillar side are 46 mm, 18.4 mm, 55.9 mm, and 74.8 mm, respectively, which meets the safety in production requirements of the mine
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